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COCOTAJ coconut mosaic tiles are made of natural coconut shell chips. Coconut trees 
grow abundantly in the tropical regions. Traditionally the shell has been thrown away or 
used as fuel. By using special machinery and skilled labor, these shells are manufactured 
into beautiful and yet environmentally friendly decorative mosaic tiles for wall panelling 
and furniture application.

They come in many beautiful patterns, each of them can easily complement and 
perfectly blend with any interior design themes. Every piece of COCOTAJ is unique and 
natural, making them ideal for any residential or commercial applications.

Dimension and Packaging
   COCOTAJ mosaic tile - Tile size - 5mm x 420mm x 420mm
   1 Box contains 6 tiles - 1.0584m2 - Approx. 4.5kg
   COCOTAJ can be easily installed by any professional contractors

Classic Mocha

Urban Alpine

NOTE:
1. COCOTAJ is meant for internal application only. It should not be used in the outdoor, external wall or high humidity areas. Exposure to sunlight, water or 

humidity and any undesirable elements may cause changes in color, delamination, cracks, damage or any other adverse effects on the products or its 
performance. The surface onto which COCOTAJ is to be applied must be dry, smooth and levelled.

2. The sample and photos submitted is to show the general colors and patterns of the product. Owing to the natural characteristic of coconut shell and its hand 
works production method, the actual color and patterns, whether finished or natural, may be different from the photos and may vary from chips to chips 
and tiles to tiles. No two chips or tiles are identical. Furthermore, any variations in dimensions or any variations due to production should be accepted and 
shall not be considered a defect.

www.cocotaj.com
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Atlantis

ImperialRegency

Palatial

*Decorshell  should be properly installed by professional contractors 

   Model
Specification

Mosaic tile thickness

Dimension

1 box contains

square meter per box 

Atlantis

6mm

200x200mm

25 tiles

1 m2

Regency 

6mm

200x200mm

25 tiles

1 m2

Palatial

6mm

200x200mm

25 tiles

1 m2

Imperial 

6mm

180x180mm

31 tiles

1 m2

Decorating with Seashell…
EASHELL - an exciting decorative material that has long been over looked until now. Although 
abundant supply of washed up empty seashells can be found on all the beaches of the world, 

very little effort has been made to capture the beauty of the lustrous inner shell layer that is strong, 
resilient and iridescent. 
 
In order to achieve this, a special design method coupled with  highly skilled labor and sophisticated 
machineries are used to carefully cut out this inner surface layer into small little pieces of chips that 
are then re-composed into a mosaic pattern, for easy handling and installation. 

The natural characteristic of the seashell is further enhanced with the artistic workmanship, resulting 
in an exquisite product, Decorshell, that has a special  charm and warm that cannot be obtained from 
any industrially produced products.

The lustrous surface of Decorshell will bring a class of elegance to any living space. The dullest room 
can be easily turned into a room of glamour and style, giving an impression of luxury.

Go ahead and sparkle up your life with Decorshell
NOTE:
1. DECORSHELL is meant for internal application only. It should not be used in the outdoor, external wall or high humidity areas. Exposure to sunlight, water or 

humidity and any undesirable elements may cause changes in color, delamination, cracks, damage or any other adverse effects on the products or its 
performance. The surface onto which DECORSHELL is to be applied must be dry, smooth and levelled.

2. The sample and photos submitted is to show the general colors and patterns of the product. Owing to the natural characteristic of seashell and its hand works 
production method, the actual color and patterns, whether finished or natural, may be different from the photos and may vary from chips to chips and tiles to tiles. 
No two chips or tiles are identical. Furthermore, any variations in dimensions or any variations due to production should be accepted and shall not be considered 
a defect.

www.decorshell.com
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Miss the good
old days? 

When life was much simpler then?
Now you can relive these memories through Retrowood.

etrowood is an exciting mix of old styles in modern form. It is contemporary yet it blends in 
retro style with a touch of country. Sourced  from recycled wood, the lumber is skilfully 

processed into various beautiful decorative mosaic patterns. The rough surface with its unique saw 
marks  adds a hint of rustic old charm, that can instantly bring one back to the nature.

Available in 5 attractive patterns, Retrowood can accentuate your space with a feeling of natural 
environment. Its natural color and finishes make it works well with any decoration themes. When 
used discriminately, it can become a focal point where every eyes will be automatically drawn to it.

A simple retro décor can make a huge difference to the ambiance of any living space.

Bring home Retrowood! Immerse yourselves in the warm and familiar feeling of the good old days!

Vintage LineVillage Natural Country White

Vintage Square Country Black

NOTE:
1. RETROWOOD is meant for internal application only. It should not be used in the outdoor, external wall or high humidity areas. Exposure to sunlight, water or 

humidity and any undesirable elements may cause changes in color, delamination, cracks, damage or any other adverse effects on the products or its performance. 
The surface onto which RETROWOOD is to be applied must be dry, smooth and levelled.

2. The sample and photos submitted is to show the general colors and patterns of the product. Owing to the natural characteristic of coconut shell and its hand works 
production method, the actual color and patterns, whether finished or natural, may be different from the photos and may vary from chips to chips and tiles to tiles. 
No two chips or tiles are identical. Furthermore, any variations in dimensions or any variations due to production should be accepted and shall not be considered a 
defect.*Retrowood must be properly installed by professional contractors 

   Model
Specification

Mosaic tile thickness

Dimension (mm)

1 box contains

square meter per box 

Country
White

10mm

400 x 400

6 tiles

0.96 m2

Country
Black

10mm

400 x 400

6 tiles

0.96 m2

Vintage
Line

10mm

200 x 600

10 tiles

1.09 m2

Vintage
Square

10mm

400 x 400

6 tiles

0.96 m2

Village
Natural

10mm

300 x 300

12 tiles

1.08 m2

www.retrowood.com
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